
 

1 Bridges are clearly signed on both sides with an identifying number 

2 Hand operated lift bridges can be secured to prevent accidental lowering 

3 Mechanically operated lift bridges have fail safe devices to control their descent 

4 Clear and simple instructions for use are displayed at customer operated bridges. 

1 
Approaches to structures, landings/moorings, winding holes and sharp bends are kept clear of vegetation for at least 65m.  
Advanced warning signs advise boaters if fixed structures obscure the 65m clear sight line. 

2 Vegetation at winding hole pivot points is kept trimmed 

3 Water depth is adequate for boats to pivot 

1 Operating structures, including a lock or flight of locks, have customer landings both upstream and downstream. 

2 Landings at operating structures, have a minimum of three bollards (or other mooring device) over a 21.5m length 

3 
Leisure and commercial craft have separate landings on multi-use waterways.  Commercial landings are suitable for maximum length 
craft. 

4 Waiting points are provided in the approaches to locks and opening bridges on rivers.    They are suitable for at least one craft. 

5 Waiting points on multi-use waterways segregate leisure and commercial craft.  Refuge piles are acceptable waiting points. 

6 Landings and moorings have even surfaces and defined edges 

7 Vegetation is kept trimmed at landings and moorings 

8 
Water depth at landings and moorings is maintained within published dimensions over a minimum length of 21.5m (for leisure craft) 
and the maximum craft length (for commercial craft) 

1 
Locks are fitted with ladders.  Two in wide locks – ideally at opposite third points.  One in narrow locks – ideally at the centre point.  
The ladders have top hoops and are kept clean 

2 Narrow locks have three holding points on the same side as the ladder.  Wide locks have three holding points on both sides. 

3 Lock chambers and gates are free of protrusions / indentations that could snag boats.  Gates to be fendered 

4 Cill positions are clearly marked on lock top and sides 

5 Staircase, guillotine and customer operated power locks display clear, simple instructions for use. 

6 Locks are clearly signed with an identifying number.  Also with a traditional name where appropriate 

7 Balance beams have handles and these are securely fitted 

8 Lock walkways, and balance beams used as walkways, have non slip surfaces 

9 Lock walkways, and balance beams used as walkways, have securely fitted handrails 

10 Lock paddle spindles are one of two Trust standard sizes.  Spindles are not worn or rounded. 

11 Lock paddle gear includes a device to prevent reverse rotation of a windlass when raising a paddle 

12 Lock paddles and sluices are risk assessed regarding potential flooding of boars.  Fitted deflectors are the default requirement 

  



1 Lighting provided by CRT on safety grounds, is maintained in full working order. 

1 Safety signs and safety aids are visible, clear and legible 

2 Safety signs are replaced within one day of a problem being logged 

3 Customers are warned about overhead power lines with clear, visible warning signs.  

4 Navigational aids, signs, lights and buoys are installed in appropriate circumstances and maintained in full working order. 

5 
Customers are warned about navigational hazards, such as weirs, in advance of the hazard.  The correct navigation channel is 
signed. 

6 Where they are required, river level indicators are visible and legible 

7 
Where strong streams or water levels can be hazardous, water level indicators and warning signs are in place.  Both are clearly 
visible and legible. 

8 
Weirs are assessed for the risk of boats going over or snagging on the crest.  Upstream booms or equivalent barriers are fitted as 
required. 

1 All vegetation is cut ‘hedge to water’s edge’ at least once a year.  Customer safety risks are eliminated within one month 

2 Fishing pegs are not permitted within 30m of overhead power lines 

3 Steps and sloping pathways have no loose treads or risers.  Treads and risers have clearly defined leading edges 

4 Where steps and sloping pathways have handrails, these are securely fixed. 

5 Where the distance between step risers is less than 1000mm, the tread/going is horizontal. 

1 Tunnels have fixed safety and gauge reduction signage that is visible, clean and legible. 

2 Tunnels are clearly signed to indicate one or two way working. 

3 The direction of the nearest tunnel exit is clearly signed with arrows. 

4 Lengthy tunnels have distance markers every 100m. 

5 Tunnels with towpaths have secure handrails.  Tunnels without towpaths have fendering and grab chains installed. 

6 Tunnel air vents are covered with a fixed grill or mesh 

 

 


